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Executive Summary
Design Goals:
1. Create a new Marina Plan that could act as a center for boat activities
2. New Cabins and Amphitheater development for more engaged social activities
3. Prioritize and characterize the existing parks and facilities around Lake Mitchell. Answer questions for
improvement and maintenance.
•Where should be the mowing zones? Where could keep as natural prairies?
•Where are sign-age improvements needed? What are those improvements?
•Where are the accessibility improvement needed?
4. Choose and Re-purpose Public Access as a natural reserve area
5. Landscape Management Strategies of the upstream watershed
6. Create distinct biking/circulation design prototypes for improved safety and convenience with proper signage,
markings, and paving
7. Review current water management strategies and make recommendations
•In-lake nutrient reduction strategies
•Environmental impacts related to development/re-development
•Dredging Strategies
•Lake sculpting plan
•Ongoing maintenance plan
8. Funding Strategies and Economic Impact
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Site Context
History and Existing Conditions:
Lake Mitchel a 90-year-old reservoir north of Mitchell. It is one of the
biggest water body in SD and the biggest right along Interstate 90.
It has inestimable value to the people in the city of Mitchel. It is an
undeniable draw to local residents and visitors. The lake is currently
undergoing significantwaterqualitydegradationthankstothe
nutrient-laden silt from the lake bed and 87,000 pounds of phosphorus
pour into the lake from the extensive Lake Mitchell watershed each
year.
Before the water quality issues emerged, people would pack up their
cars and go to the lake side for family events, social activities, water
sports, relaxation, or simply enjoying the beautiful view of the lake. We
think the lake recreation culture will be always there. After the water
quality issue is solved, we need to maximize the value of the lake and
manage our amenities in an effective and sustainable way.

Swimming and boating

Beach time

Swimming Classes
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Base Map

Lake Mitchell has a wide variety of parks
(20) run and maintained by the city. Most of
the lakeside properties are located on the
south and north ends of the lake. Currently,
the Kiwanis Woodlot Park, Lake Mitchell
Campground, Kibbee Park, and Sportsman
Club are most known parks with many
amenities in use. There are also 16 patches
of open access lands which are open areas
without facilities and structure along the
lake that are managed by the city. The City
of Mitchell Parks and Recreation has a total
of 1270 acres (577 acres of parks and 693
acres surface water) under management.
Compare with Sioux Falls (3100 acre with
181k population, 17.1 acres per 1k residents),
the Lake Mitchell area in City of Mitchell
(1270 acre with 16k population) has 79 acres
per 1k residents which is nearly 5 times than
Sioux Falls.
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Recreational Opportunities &
Amenities
Open Space Gaps w/out
Amenities

Public Engagement
Takeaways from Online Survey:
•Water quality is the most significant factor. If the water quality is treated, 75% of people would increase
their usage of the lake. People involved in water activities (swim/wade/kayak/boating,etc) are expected
to increase from 34.47% to 83.31% (Q1-5). Therefore, we could attract two times the extra usage of places
such as beaches, boat ramps, waterfront decks, water access, etc if water quality issue was solved.
•The trail system is highly rated especially for biking. It’s considered a big strength for lake Mitchell.
Although there are lots of other investment can be made, improved biking connections should be
enough to make a great trail system for city users(Q7,Q8, Q21).
•Service businesses such as restaurant, Cabin rentals, fishing/boating supplies, boat/slip/jet skis rental are
suggested by most participants (Q9, Q23). We see strong supporting voices from survey participants to
open business around the lake.
•In the survey, our participant pool own a total of 388 motor boats(50+ HP: 186, 25HP:117, 10HP:35),
174 boat owners are willing to rent a boat dock if it is available (Q12,Q13). West End Boat Launch is the
most preferred location(Q14) for our participants. This gave us strong confident that the city will have a
sufficient Marina user-base, and the location is suggested to be West End Boat Launch.

Online public survey through barcode

Scene of public meeting during June 2019
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Public Engagement
Takeaways from Public Meeting:
•Parks with great views: Camp Arroya & Redstone Park
•Parks great for family & group activities: Kiwanis, Lions Point & Amphitheater
•Parks with good, natural feeling: Celia Kelley & Firesteel
•Parks needing improvement: Sandy Beach, Day Camp, Norm’s Bay & Windy Point
•Ranking of Trail/Path Popularity (from highest to lowest):
Bill Platz/Kiwanis Trail > Camp Arroya > West Launch Trail > Sandy Beach Trail > Celia Pine Trail >
Existing Bike Path > Firesteel Trail > Spillway Trail > Turtle Trail

Survey map for trails/paths in the public meeting
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Survey map for parks in the public meeting

Current Bank Height
The Bank Height is the highest topographical
elevation in the range of 30ft from the water
edge. We consider areas with lower bank
height as great locations for water access and
activities.

>15ft
13-15ft
10-13ft
5-10ft
<5ft

30 ft

From the analysis, we see the Westside of
Sandy Beach, Lions Point Park, the east of
Windy Point, Redstone Park, parts of Kiwanis
Woodlot Park, and Northside of Lake Mitchell
Campground are with bank height >15ft.
These area are not recommended for
waterside group activities.

High bank height for views/perspectives

Low bank height for water access
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Lakeside Slope
The Lakeside Slope shows how steep
the area is. Different slope has different
stability risk. For example, a mowed lawn
slope more than 20% will be exposed with
high risk of collapsing and erosion.
From the analysis, we see most of the
parks will have spaces <5% for recreation
or parking purposes. Other bank area
usually present a slope between 10-20%.
This indicates that it will be very costly to
build new parks/structures around the
lake.
The lakeside around Sportsman/Day
camp is mostly <5%, this area provide
good settings for new construction.
For the area that is >20%, we recommend
keep them as preservation land.

The overall lakeside slope indicates the land
vulnerability for future building and construction.

caption

Flat areas are easiest for new development/construction
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Shallow Water
Shallow water can inform two kinds of lake
uses.
First is its potential for shallow water
recreational activities such as swimming,
kayaking because of the safety benefits.
Second is the wetland vegetation building
potential, as a health aquatic vegetation
community can help improve in-lake
mitigation performance regarding Nitrogen
and Phosphorus Phytoextraction. Normal
wetland vegetation can withstand 1-6 ft
water depth. By highlighting shallow water
areas that are less than 6 ft deep, we could
spot opportunities for in-lake vegetation
development.

The 0-5 ft. depths are water zones that are not
fit for boat parking. These are areas that can
accumulate algae due to lack of water depths.

Cattail Wetland

Swimming Beach
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Circulation Plan

According to our survey, biking is a loved activity around the lake. Lake Mitchell has one of its best views and
existing trail systems in the state. In this plan, we think Mitchell has the ability to connect all lake amenities by
adding bike lanes to the existing lakeside roads.For high traffic and high speed roads, protected bike lanes
are proposed (W 23rd Ave and N Main St) to alleviate concerns regarding vehicle and biker conflicts. For low
traffic and low speed roads, shared bike lane are proposed (Indian Village Rd, parts of Harmon Rd). This are
bike lanes require least amount of cost to build.
12

Circulation Plan Design Elements

Bridge Location

New Shared Bikelane
Shared Bikelane is very cost effective bikelane in
low speed roads. Shared lane markings needs to
placed immediately after an intersection and at
intervals of every 250 feet.

Walking Bridge

New Protected Bikelane
Protected lane can use a painted buffer 2’ minimum to
separate the traffic and bikers. The bikelane need to be
5’ minimum. Vertical posts with 10ft-40ft interval.

A pedestrian bridge can connect the
east and west end of the lake with little
initial and maintenance cost. The bridge
will connect the Campground to Kiwanis
Park at the shortest connection point. This
pedestrian bridge will be vital in linking
numerous outdoor activities.
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Character Zones
We categorized five character zone types located appropriately around the lake. The identification and programming for these areas
will inform future activities and efforts for development.
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Character Zone Descriptions
Social Event Center
The social event center is located in the south end of the lake area. It consists of Kiwanis Park, Lake
Mitchell Campground, Norm’s Bay, and Amphitheater Park. This area can support large gatherings,
group activities, and social/cultural events for tourism and local residents. Programmatic features range
from event lawns, cafe/ food amenities, shelters, camping, fishing, amphitheater, hiking/mountain biking,
kayaking, etc.
Improvement suggestions: Norm’s Bay needs better signage for parking and trail head; Kiwanis needs
water access, paved roads; restrooms in Amphitheater Park; add feature fountains; floating bridges to
add place identity; Rental Business (biking, kayaking); Kiwanis Park to include standard pedestrian bridge
to link activities amongst Lake Mitchell Campground, Kiwanis Park & Amphitheater Park

Active Recreation
Active Recreation zone locates at the west, including Sportsman Club, Day Camp and N Kipples Access.
Public park space, multi-use sports fields, and programmed structures such as boat launch, playground
are provided. Family gatherings and small group activities can happen here.
Improvement suggestions: Better signage & markings

Passive Recreation
Passive Recreation zone locates in the east residential area, including Kibbee Park, Public Beach, and
Redstone Park. The spaces here serve local neighborhood and the needs of more relaxed activities such
as seating, picnic, shaded open area, fishing, swimming, etc.
Improvement suggestions: Better accessible points
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Water Sports Center
The Water Sports Center is mainly the north end of the lake, including Camp Arroya and Sandy Beach.
These areas are really good for water accessibility. Big shallow water and low bank height are available
here. So we have great options for people to go down to the water swimming, wading, paddling, etc.
Improvement suggestions: Changing room; seating; swimming programs; floating water playground

Marina Center
The Marina Center will be the new major development that embrace the growing need from the boat
owners in the region. It can also be a business center that supply the goods and services essential to
support all the social and recreational activities in the lake Mitchell. Because boat owners will be able
to park their boat in the marina, we believe lake usage and traffic will be increased which lead higher
demand for boat supplies, food, drink, fishing supplies, etc. Then, a convenience store and deck seating
area will be able to accommodate large amount of people who bike around the lake and choose here
as a stop and rest area. The Marina Center creates many short term opportunities to establish recreational
programs with local sports club, schools, etc and long term opportunities to attract overnight stayers by
providing cabin options.
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Maintenance and Re-purposing
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Maintenance and Re-purposing

Large areas of unused lawn can be saved

Natural meadow zone

Sandy Beach no-mowing zone
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Windy Point no-mowing zone

Open access areas become naturalistic

Natural meadow zone

Amphitheater Park no-mowing zone

Kibbee Park no-mowing zone

Marina Center

The Marina Center is a hub for sustained water
and lakeside activities. With a new marina and
business which offers supplies for boaters, bikers,
hikers, this area will be a destination that all Lake
Mitchell goers will stop at each trip.
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Social Event Center

The Social Event Center will provide connectivity from the future Highway 27 bike path while connecting various parks and open spaces.
This will include a newly-design amphitheather and continuation of paved trails.
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Water Management Strategies & Recommendations
In-Lake Nutrient Reduction Strategies
Localized dredging of Lake Mitchell (see right-hand side for imagery)
• Determine best option for dredging to include mechanical or hydraulic dredging, or a
combination of both. Determine the lowest cost option with future spoil site opportunities.
• To improve shallow vegetation management, lowering the lake level annually 2-5 feet
during the growing season can assist in establishing vegetation growth along the shoreline.
• Hypolimnetic Aeration is another viable option. Using fountains and other aeration devices
can and should be explored for treatment. Creating a large fountain is an asethetic feature
that would attract users to Lake Mitchell.

Lake Segmentation (see mapping below)
• Can be completed to trap sediment in smaller areas for future dredging projects and
keep sediments from the main portion of the lake. Two areas have been identified
for potential lake segmentation.
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Water Management Strategies & Recommendations
In-Lake Nutrient Reduction Strategies

Enviromental Impacts Related to Development and Re-Development
• Water quality will continue to deteriorate if nothing is done to mitigate (see projected
phosphorus concentration projection chart below)

Lake Sculpting Plan
• Can be completed to address shoreline stabilization and shoreline vegetation
management

Ongoing Maintenance Plan
• Develop an external loading design that may include alum treatments, localized dredging
in segmentation areas, wetland management practices, aeration and shallow vegetation
management. Alternatives such as a by-pass system can be explored as funding becomes
available.
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Economic Impact
Ecological & Economic Benefits
Improved Quality of Living
• A cleaner and healthier lake will provide more recreational opportunities for its users
Property Values, Current Condition (FDPRA Calculator)
• $62,220,563 of INCREASED property value of nearby homes
• $1,082,016 tax value
• Microcystins affect home values by up to 32% (Wolf and Klaiber)
• The proximity effect of Lake Mitchell is a 58% increase in property values for homes within 500 ft of the lake.
Value of a Clean Lake (FDPRA Calculator)
• Increased property value around Lake Mitchell is $93,408,897
• Amounts to a $1,624,381 tax value, an increase of $542,365
The longer the project stalls, the higher the cost of future restoration
Survey Results
• Current Spending --> $1,234,099 in annual spending is generated from visitors 30+ miles away
• Potential Spending --> $2,934,266 in annual spending could be generated from visitors 30+ miles
away
Jobs Supported by Lake Mitchell
• Current --> 19 jobs are supported by Lake Mitchell
• Potential --> 44 jobs to be supported by a clean Lake Mitchell

*The jobs and spending report does not include any spending from those less than 30
miles away
*Economic Impact analysis was completed with the FPRA calculator
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Funding Strategies
Policy
Currently in Place
• Business Enterprise System in place for the campground
• Land leases for farming
• Donor guidelines
• Tracking user-analytics
• Rentals for indoor and outdoor shelter usage
• Adopt an Access
•Developed a Lake Mitchell Friends Group
• Utilize Community Service Workers
Ten-year Target
• Cost-benefit analysis will be completed for all capital improvement projects & require all projects to
clearly identify maintenance costs
• Set a minimum goal of 50% cost recovery for Lake Mitchell
• Encourage estate donations in existing donor guidelines
• Encourage volunteers through website
• Implement 10% share of gross revenue for private and not-for-profit groups making money on city-owned
facilities
• Add Adopt-A-Trail to the ‘Adopt an Access’ program

Make Effort

Ten-year Target
• Add cabin and dock rentals as a revenue stream
• Secure a Sponsorship for Lake Mitchell and Wetland Property
• Review land lease and concession options
• Review opportunities for corporate sponsorships for events
• Review advertising sales options for the department at the Campground, City Parks (disc golf sponsors),
and brochures
• Review local private sector funding opportunities that support greenway funding
• Recreation and Park Impact Fees (possibly through building permits)
• Develop a boat launch fee
• Promote use of amphitheater for concerts and events --> purchase band shell or stage
• Sponsorship program for Lake Mitchell shelters
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Funding Strategies
Grant Group
Currently in Place
• Grant writers from District III
• National Park Service Community Assistance Program
Ten-year Target
• Utilize Recreation Trails Program Grants
• Utilize Surface Transportation Program Grant
• Transportation Alternatives Program Grant
• Apply for water quality improvement grant funds for Lake Mitchell
• Review AmeriCorps Grants
• Urban and Community Forestry Assistance Program
• Monitor and apply for EPA grants
• North American Wetlands Conservation Act Grant (NAWCA)
• Natural Resource Conservation Service (USDA)
• Regional Conservation Partnership Program
• State Revolving Fund Loan
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